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The art of healing

People seek
Art Therapy for
many reasons,
but usually it is
due to emotional
distress which
may be a
response to
a current
situation, result
from memories,
or have an
unknown root
cause

I

f you’ve never heard of Art
Therapy (also known as Art
Psychotherapy) you are not
alone. People are often curious
to know more about it, some
may be skeptical, imagining
that it’s a ‘pseudo’ psychology or a ‘new
kid on the block’ in terms of therapeutic
treatment.
However, Art Therapy has been
used to treat and improve emotional
states and wellbeing for decades. As
a professional practice, it evolved
in the 1950’s and 1960’s when some
psychiatrists brought artists into mental
health hospitals to work with patients.
These pioneers went on to develop Art
Therapy as a practice.
The British Association of Art
Therapists was formed in 1964, there
are now Associations of Art Therapists
worldwide working in many fields.

What makes Art Therapy unique?

It is uses a number of elements which
provide a foundation for the therapy.
It utilizes the expressive medium of
art making, always within a thoughtful
therapeutic relationship with a qualified
Art Therapist.
During sessions, whilst much is learnt
about art making and our inner world, it
is not teaching in the traditional sense.
Images created during sessions
are not expected to be ‘beautiful’ or
‘representational’ – although the end
product can surprise both the art maker
and the Therapist. One does not have to
be ‘good’ at art to use Art
Therapy. The process of art making
is central and the end product is
secondary, unlike traditional art
teaching where the end product is most
revered. Our stance is one of curiosity,
and there are generally no rules; it’s a
chance to explore, express, and even be

playful.
The image produced may ‘represent’
a feeling, experience, or situation. Using
therapeutic skills in conjunction with art
making offers a creative way to explore
emotional difficulties without relying
on spoken words, this is particularly
liberating when words aren’t enough or
can’t be found. In this safe space with
a trusted professional, we can explore
our thoughts, feelings and behavioural
responses to life’s events, relationships,
and emotions.
An important biological and
psychological response also occurs
between the hand, eye, and brain during
art making. Research proves that there
are many benefits such as increasing
mood, self-esteem and developing
emotional expression.
People seek Art Therapy for many
reasons, but usually it is due to
emotional distress which may be a
response to a current situation, result
from memories, or have an unknown
root cause. Sometimes when we are
exhausted and overwhelmed, it’s hard
to think clearly, we lose our spark, our
creativity; our selfesteem can become
depleted, and feelings of anxiety and
low mood can increase.
Art Therapy can enable personal
transformation. Using art materials in a
safe, consistent therapeutic relationship
can increase focus and clarity, resulting
in positive feelings and a calmer outlook.
If you’d like try it, always check the
Art Therapist is:
1.
2.
3.

Registered with the Health and
Care Professions Council (HCPC).
A member of the British Association
of Art Therapists (BAAT).
Has Enhanced DBS clearance
and civil liability insurance for all
clinical work.

Case study
These images were made during
ongoing Art Therapy sessions with a
primary school child and were part
of a larger collection of images. Prior
to our work, the child was struggling
with
overwhelming
emotions
particularly feelings of anxiety and
low mood and unhappiness. This
was impacting on relationship,
behaviour and home life in particular.
The parents were finding it hard to
understand why their child was
behaving in this way and were
desperate to help. The parents and
child were both supported during
the work and noticed significant
improvements which have been
maintained since then.
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If you’d like more
information or to
have a chat with
an experienced
Art Therapist
to find out if it
would suit your
needs then
please give me
a call.
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